ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a genetic programming system (GPS) to both predict and program deep beam strength.
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks (NN) are the most familiar soft computing approach for inference tasks, from which many neural network derivatives have been developed and applied in various categories [4, 8, 10] . However, NN has been primarily argued as a "black box" model due to the massive number of nodes and connections within its structure. Since first proposed by Koza [7] , genetic programming (GP) has earned significant attention in terms of its ability to model nonlinear relationships for inputoutput mappings. Baykasoglu et al. [2] attempted to compare a promising set of genetic programming techniques, including Multi Expression Programming (MEP) [9] , Gene Expression Programming (GEP) [6] , and Linear Genetic Programming (LGP) [5] . Although, some formulas programmed by MEP, GEP, and LGP have coefficients, such are all fixed constants [2] . Several researches employed GP derivatives for problems in construction industry. Baykasoglu et al. [3] employed GEP for concrete strength, cost and slump. Yeh and Lien [14] proposed a genetic operation tree (GOT) to study concrete strength. GOT employs tree topology (as does GEP) and uses optimized coefficients different to other GP derivatives. Coefficients do not frequently / completely occur in formulas programmed by any of the aforementioned GP derivatives. Tsai [12, 13] further proposed a weighted genetic programming (WGP) to introduce weight coefficients to tree connections and generates a fully weighted formula. This paper integrates GP and WGP as a genetic programming system (GPS) to investigate the feasibility for modeling deep beam strength. 
Genetic Programming System

Genetic programming
This paper represents GP with a NL-layered tree structure as shown in Fig. 1 While "T" is selected for an operator node, it uses the value of the most left-hand side parameter node as its value to substitute for calculating its value from two children nodes. Therefore, some operator nodes do not appear in final GP results, while the "T" is used. Besides, the "T" is defined as a default function. f 1 is plus operator using "+" and f 2 is minus operator related to "-". f 3 and f 4 are multiply and divide operators related to "×" and "/" respectively. f 5 is a power("^") operator. The above five operator nodes are all binary nodes. f 6 , f 7 , f 8 , and f 9 are all unary functional operators ("sin", "cos", "exp", and "log") and employ their left-hand children nodes.
weighted genetic programming
Although the aforementioned GP can produce coefficients, such a coefficient costs (wastes) a branch of the GP structure (tree). Therefore, coefficients do not frequently happen in GP results. Tsai [12, 13] introduced weighted balance for GP to create a WGP (see Fig. 3 ).
Similarly, each parameter node x i NL selects one of the inputs (including a unit parameter "1") following eq. (3).
While a unit parameter is selected in GP, its nodal value is a weight, but WGP uses one directly, owing to the weights are applied by operators already. Every operation node y is operated by a set of defined functions with two children nodal inputs of x i and x j involving weights of w i and w j . The f 0 is the default "T". The f 1 is designed to inherit the left-hand side child nodes with w i scaling and it is a unary operator (use "S" to represent). Such "S" is absent in GP function sets. f 2 is plus operator using "+". However "-" operator is absent in WGP, because of f 2 being able to cover such minus terms. f 3 to f 9 are "×", "/", "^", "sin" , "cos", "exp", and "log" with balanced weights. All materials for GPS including both GP and WGP are considered ready with the exception of the operator selections, parameter selections, and weight optimizations.
Genetic Algorithm Optimization
This paper used the MATLAB ga function. The five basic steps to use GA are: The population size chosen for this study was 200 and 5,000 iterations was adopted. Data used same as those in Tsai [11] . Ten input factors selected. Of 62 datasets, 52 were employed in training and 10 in testing (see Table 1 ). The best RMSE results of hybrid multilayer perceptrons are 8.3 and 8.2 kN in training and testing respectively [11] . This GPS study does not attempt to achieve results more accurate than those above, but in modeling deep beam strength with formulas.
Modeling Deep Beam Strength
Data for deep beam Strength
Therefore, achieving a RMSE around 10 kN seems to be essential and good for GPS. No doubt, a higher NL provides a more complex formula and more accurate maybe. Basing on prediction accuracy and compact formulas, this paper suggested GP 9 4 as a GP result for modeling deep beam strength. In GP 9 4 , only P 1 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 , P 7 , and P 10 participated in GP 9 4 . This paper did not affirm that P 2 , P 6 , P 8 , and P 9 have no impacts on deep beam strength. Under the batch of training data and accuracies at 12.8 / 11.2 kN, this paper selected GP 9 4 for modeling deep beam strength with GP (also see Fig. 5 ).
Modeling deep beam strength with GPS
Different conditions may lead other scenarios. However, studying on all GP 9 NL results or finding more GP 9 4 alternatives could conclude parameter impacts more detailed. Summarily, the GP in this paper has abilities for modeling problems with formulas against black box approaches; providing float coefficients against some GP derivatives; and being able to studying parameter impacts with programmed formulas. 
In terms of compact formulas and good accuracies,
4 was suggested as a WGP formula for modeling deep beam strength (also see Fig. 6 ). Within which, P 1 , P 3 , P 5 , P 7 , and P 10 participated in WGP In GPS designs, functions for operator selection are determined by specific demands. Different settings for operators lead to various scenarios. This paper further designed a set of functions to provide polynomial formulas. where f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 are "S", "+", "×", and "^", respectively; the exponent term w j in f 4 4 . It does make sense that deep beam strengths are impacted by a multiply of P 2 and P 3 , i.e. the cross section area.
Modeling deep beam strength with WGP polynomials
Conclusion
The proposed GPS integrates GP, WGP, and a WGP derivative (a WGP polynomial) for both predicting and programming deep beam strength. The GP is different with other GP approaches in providing constants by attaching weights for all parameter nodes. The WGP is continuous research by improving GP with fully weighted formulas.
The WGP polynomial is designed for modeling problems in polynomial formulas. Significant findings of this paper include:
